British imperialism is alive and well. Far from being overshadowed by American imperialism, it has actually been reinforced by the Anglo-American 'special relationship'.
Although defence spending has been reduced, Britain remains an important military power: it is one of just nine states to possess nuclear arms and it retains 'a highly developed and experienced intelligence capability'. 2 It is still capable of exercising 'hard power' and is currently deployed in over eighty countries around the globe. But it also exercises what Joseph Nye famously referred to as 'soft power'. 3 Whilst hard power relies on military force to retain power and influence, soft power relies above all on the propagation of influence via cultural and political institutions which serve to render the country more attractive in the eyes of the world. There are moments in history when hard power prevails, such as when the dominant position of a country is threatened -an example is that of the United States which increasingly fell back on hard-power strategies following its loss of absolute economic dominance from the early 1990s onwards. 4 Similarly, during the last days of empire, Britain often attempted to maintain its authority via the use of military force. Today, following the fall of empire, Britain only tends to exercise hard power with the support of the Americans.
The two forms of power are not mutually exclusive. Even in Iraq, military force was accompanied by propaganda campaigns aimed at winning the hearts and minds of the Iraqi people, as was often the case in Britain's colonial territories. For Nye, the deployment of both strategies is essential if one hopes to exercise power effectively -what he describes as 'smart power'. 5 This article will demonstrate how one form of power effectively supports the other.
There is nothing new about the simultaneous use of hard and soft power. Yet the means via which power is exercised has changed considerably. It goes without saying that the methods of modern warfare are far removed from those of the past but this article focuses on new strategies of soft power. This continues to be exercised via cultural institutions such as the British Council but is now more likely to be promoted through large companies that are involved in what the British government refers to as 'commercial diplomacy'. As former Conservative foreign secretary William Hague put it, 'We have put commercial diplomacy at the heart of Britain's foreign policy, not only in order to secure our economic recovery and future prosperity but also to ensure our influence in the world is not diminished, promoting both our security and our ability to project our values.' 6 Soft power is thus not limited to a cultural imperialism that entails making British culture attractive to foreign nations: it now includes the promotion of corporate imperialism -imperialism promoted via British-based companies -which strengthens their economic power whilst simultaneously promoting the interests of the British state. Soft power thus allows British imperialism to spread in a new form.
In order to understand the role of corporations in contemporary British imperialism, it is first necessary to briefly highlight the symbiotic relationship that has always existed between the British state and private companies. Next, it is shown how hard power can serve A symbiotic relationship between political and economic power
There has always been considerable interdependence between economic and political power.
Indeed, English commercial dominance in India predated military and political dominance over the territory, having been established by the East India Company when it was granted a commercial monopoly by the British Crown in 1600. It was the quest for economic dominance and the desire to eliminate competition from other colonial powers that led the Company to establish its own army and administrative department long before the British state took control of the region. 7 In other words, it was in large part the existence of a commercial empire which facilitated the creation of a political empire.
Moreover, the British succeeded in establishing informal control over various territories outside the empire proper thanks to commercial links which helped to forge close relations between British and foreign business elites. One notable example is Argentina, 8 which is often considered as part of the so-called 'informal' empire on account of the weight of commercial interests that Britain established in the country. 9 Up until 1914, Argentina represented a source of investment for British companies and many banks were owned by the British. More generally, the country was 'at least during the years 1880-1914 . . . more important than Egypt or China and, perhaps, even than India as a source of foodstuffs and raw materials, a market and a place for the investment of capital'. 10 The local elites, los estancieros, adopted the gold standard in order to attract investment from London, which meant that they had to accept the rules of the City. 11 Economic dependence thus entailed a degree of political dependence.
For economic historians Cain and Hopkins, the links between economic and political power were essential to the development of British colonial policy since the political and economic elites formed a unified class that shared a close correspondence of interests. They described them as 'gentleman capitalists', unified by the same world view. 12 According to
Cain and Hopkins, since at least 1688, 'the barriers between business and government were no more than mobile Chinese walls'. 13 Their theory has been criticised, notably for having exaggerated the common mind-set of these elites. White, for example, argues that whilst elites from the City had privileged access to ministers, that did not necessarily mean that they managed to influence colonial policy in a significant way. 14 In addition, he suggests that there was often a great divergence of opinions between the commercial elites in London and those in the colonies.
Cain and Hopkins' theory actually seems to be more relevant to the recent postcolonial era. The revolving door which allows ministers and other civil servants to move fluidly back and forth between the public and private sectors 15 is without precedent, at least in the period since the second world war. Moreover, the lobbying industry gives large companies privileged access to Parliament, 16 whilst government policies serve to promote the interests of the private sector. 17 As I have explained in detail elsewhere, 18 there is a genuine coalition of interests between the public and private sectors in Britain today. This may be said to closely resemble the class of 'gentlemen capitalists' described by Cain and Hopkins.
The power exercised by these elites might be considered as a form of soft power, even if it is often accompanied by hard power strategies. Nye's definition of soft power is generally limited to public diplomacy which seeks to influence the media and public opinion abroad and to forge closer relations with foreign countries through cultural and educational exchanges. leading to fears that its capacity to spread soft power throughout the world will be significantly diminished. 20 The British Council was also negatively affected by the 2010 spending review, subject to a funding cut of 26 per cent over a five-year period up to 2015. 21 Added to this are the defence spending cuts highlighted above which may make the exercise of hard power somewhat more difficult. This hostile context, combined with the rapprochement between the private and the public sectors, helps us to understand why the economy represented yet another example of Sadaam Hussein's tyranny, creating an unfavourable business environment. 23 Consequently, emergency legislation was passed, notably a law allowing the privatisation of public services and companies, opening them up to foreign investment. 24 Numerous British (but more US) companies benefited from this law.
DfID, the British Department of State responsible for providing humanitarian aid to Iraq, played a central role, granting contracts worth millions of pounds sterling to British companies. Many of these were consulting agencies, notably Adam Smith International, affiliated to the Adam Smith Institute, the influential think-tank whose reports largely helped to justify privatisation programmes in Britain at the end of the 1980s. 25 This agency advised the Iraqi government on the privatisation of public industries and utilities. 26 Private military and security companies also benefited from contracts awarded by DfID, which provided them with £278 million of its total reconstruction budget. 27 The extent of this subcontracting of security services to foreign companies is without precedent in British history. The consulting industry in transnational security also has significant value for the UK in the exercise of soft power. These companies, notably the British-based Control Risks,
propose a large range of high-range security services and operate on a global scale. 31 Control
Risks does not only sell its consulting services but also seeks to influence the governments which buy its services. Although it claims to be independent, it works closely with the agency Security in Complex Environments, which seeks to influence the British government to 'contribute to the debate, shape policies and influence international fora'.
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For these companies to exert an effective influence on foreign governments, they need to be more than the purveyors of security and defence solutions but also to embody positive values and be seen to promote democracy and humanitarianism. As Nye suggests, soft power often involves the transmission of the desire to emulate the other. 33 
Soft power and the legitimation of imperialism
The British government and private companies share the same aim with regard to foreign policy: 'to promote British business interests, to work for open economies, to combat protectionism, and to work to remove barriers to business'. 34 Yet, these aims must be presented as being in the best interests of the countries concerned. Imperialist aims are thus dressed in the language of democracy and humanitarianism. The concern with self-interest represents a perpetuation of the realist tradition in British foreign policy as espoused by Lord Palmerston, then Conservative foreign secretary, in 1848, when he declared that Britain has 'no eternal allies, and we have no perpetual enemies. Our interests are eternal and perpetual, and those interests it is our duty to follow.' 35 Yet this realist approach, commonly associated with the Conservative Party, has been combined with a more ethical approach to foreign policy, most often identified with New Labour. In practice, New Labour never abandoned a realist approach, just as the Conservatives also identify with a broader ethical tradition. 36 Indeed, it could be argued that this dual approach to foreign policy characterised the era of empire, just as it characterises the contemporary post-colonial era, even if there is more overt emphasis placed on the humanitarian/ethical dimension today. The Conservative Party has largely embraced the New Labour rhetorical emphasis on values whilst continuing to work towards the furtherance of British self-interest in foreign policy. 37 Presenting economic protectionism as a barrier to democracy, as in the case of Iraq discussed above, is a good example of such a dual approach to foreign policy. The 'democratisation' of the country justified the imposition of anti-democratic neoliberal reforms which in practice took power away from local people by opening local markets up to exploitation by foreign capital. As Ayers has explained with reference to imperial strategies more generally, 'self-determination does not mean autonomy. Rather it means the "freedom"
to embrace the rules, norms and principles of the emerging (neo)liberal global order.' 38 Democratic ideals are thus used to promote neoliberalism and the interests of private capital which depend upon it.
The same might be said for humanitarian projects which are underpinned by neoliberal values promoting commercial interests whilst simultaneously spreading British soft power abroad. DfID plays a vital role here: in the words of Adam Smith International, it 'is arguably one of the most influential voices in the world of international development, second only, perhaps, to the World Bank and IMF'. 39 In terms of aid funding, it is the largest contributor of aid in real terms, after the United States, and ranks fifth overall if we take its contribution as a percentage of its gross national income. 40 The private sector is the engine of growth. Successful businesses drive growth, create jobs and pay the taxes that finance services and investment. Foreign investment, and particularly exports, can accelerate domestic development. Governments have a role in encouraging responsible investment, and helping markets work better for poor people. 44 Yet, as the Independent Commission for Aid Impact (ICAI), the body charged with scrutinising UK aid spending, highlights, there is limited evidence to demonstrate that donor support for private investment brings tangible benefits to the poor. 45 It notes that it is unclear 'whether DfID's contribution achieves impact beyond what would have been achieved anyway'. 46 In the case of privatised education, many families will be unable to afford even the lowest of fees and private schools may only benefit children who would have previously been enrolled in public schools in any case. 47 Furthermore, there is some evidence that DfID funding of private investment may do more harm than good. The National Audit Office (NAO) criticised DfID for lack of oversight over how the large sums of public money donated to the PIDG are spent. 48 Consequently, there have been allegations that money has inadvertently encouraged the very kind of corruption that is said to be a hindrance to economic development in poor countries. In January 2015, for example, it was alleged that £19m of money donated to PIDG had fallen into the hands of a convicted money launderer in Nigeria. 49 The British government's commitment to private sector investment as a means of combating poverty and promoting the development of poor countries suggests, in the absence of hard evidence concerning its efficiency, that policy is driven more by self-interest than by genuine humanitarian concerns. Yet, as noted above, one does not necessarily preclude the other, realist and value-based approaches to foreign policy having always been adopted simultaneously. The British government may possibly be motivated by humanitarian concerns but these appear to be ideologically driven and may conflict with 'realist' motives. Indeed, it would seem that the receipt of aid is conditional on recipient countries accepting neoliberal ideology and policies, notably economic restructuring to open markets up to investment for British companies. Neoliberal values are not only spread by government but have also permeated humanitarian aid agencies, whether they are independent of government or not.
These agencies increasingly adopt a business culture characterised by a concern with presentation and the setting or clear and quantifiable targets. 50 This leads to the promotion of a form of 'soft' neoliberalism whereby ideological objectives are dissimulated behind humanitarian rhetoric. 51 
Commercial diplomacy and great power status
Using humanitarian aid to boost British business and investment abroad goes hand-in-hand with the government's broader aim of using commercial diplomacy as the primary means to enable Britain to achieve great power status. As William Hague recently noted, reflecting on his time as foreign secretary under the coalition government,
We've … opened twenty new embassies and consulates and are closing very few. As a result, the link between economic and foreign policy has been restored, with a far more commercial emphasis on trade which I think if you believe, which is obviously true, that the economy is at the heart of everything else, should be the case … I think our creation of new British chambers of commerce in about twenty countries is an excellent idea, more on the German model of how trade is promoted overseas. If those twenty are shown to be successful, that is the right sort of direction to go into for the long term … Britain is expanding again, in terms of commercial effort, ministerial visits, members of embassies and consulates and we've done all that at this time of austerity. Labour, but it is also undoubtedly a means for Britain to project its power on the world stage.
It has certainly not abandoned its old imperial pretensions, falling back on its economic and military power to maintain influence and authority throughout the globe.
However, Britain does not act alone but in partnership with old allies, notably the United States, which shares the goal of spreading neoliberal ideology throughout the globe.
Consequently, US companies have also benefited from British foreign policy: one example is the consultancy firm GRM International which has received DfID funding to promote market solutions to healthcare problems in poor countries. 54 Whilst America provides the military might, it would seem that the UK is becoming ever more adept at bringing its expertise in the spread of soft power to the Anglo-American relationship. This mutually beneficial partnership thus supports both British and American imperialism.
Conclusion
This discussion has identified a number of new inflections in British foreign policy, notably the Conservative Party's more overt commitment to an 'ethical' foreign policy focused on international development. Yet it has shown that the Party in government has also pursued a classic conservative realist approach, ensuring that such a policy works in its own best interests. There is much continuity with New Labour which had already experimented with corporate imperialism in Iraq whilst focusing on the ethical dimension of military intervention. However, there is also significant continuity with the imperialist project of the colonial era: foreign nations rendered economically dependent on Britain find themselves under her political influence, forced to accept fundamental ideological transformation; there is today a new class of 'gentleman capitalists', economic and political elites who share the same neoliberal vision of the world; hard power and soft power strategies are often combined to ensure the maximisation of national self-interest. Britain remains a significant player on the world stage yet, unlike in the past, she often needs to act in partnership with like-minded allies such as the United States. Nevertheless, whilst the latter may possess superior military might, it would seem that Britain's soft power credentials are more important. It is Britain that is currently doing most to support corporate imperialism, notably through significant spending on international development and the funding of organisations such as the PIDG, and it is
Britain that comes out top on the international soft power ranking, just ahead of the US. 55 British companies, particularly in the consulting and security sectors, are today the principal means of exporting soft power around the world. Engaging with humanitarian projects and the promotion of democracy, they are essential actors in a new project of British imperialism. It would thus seem that the 'informal' British empire is alive and well.
